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Why Pro-Grade Supplements 
 

When it comes to supplements, quality truly does matters: “you get what you 

pay for” is true. Many people will purchase certain drug store brand 

supplements expecting incredible and immediate results for a low price, but 

they are actually getting what they’ve paid for: cheap supplements. The 

contents of each capsule, pill, and liquid matter.  High quality 

supplements contain the most absorbable form of all vitamins and minerals.  

So instead of using things cheaper folic acid in its formulas, practitioner 

brands use the more expensive L-Methylfolate. They also use methylcobalamin 

for vitamin B12 instead of cobalamin, Pyridoxal-5-Phosphate (P5P) as the 

active form of vitamin B6, etc.  These are the forms of the vitamins that don’t 

need a conversion in the body – they are already in their active forms.  This is 

why high quality supplements cost more: they use higher quality ingredients.   

 

If you are taking supplements for health and longevity reasons, at the very 

least don't take the slimy ones. There are five major categories of 

supplements to choose from: consumer-grade, generic, natural, 

professional, and opportunistic. In general, each successive category is 

more expensive than the previous one.  

 

Consumer Grade Supplements 

Consumer-grade supplements are represented by products you can find 

on supermarket and drugstore shelves, such as Centrum, One A Day, 

Nature‘s Way, Theragran, and generics. The majority of health food stores 

and specialized web sites wouldn‘t resell consumer-grade supplements 

because of quality and performance concerns. 

They are made from the cheapest, least efficient components to maximize 

profit. The entire daily “dose” is usually squeezed into one or two hard-

pressed tablet. 

Consumer-grade supplements are optimized for extended shelf life. To 

mask oxidation, spoilage, odor, and discoloration common to all 

supplements, their manufacturers use artificial colorings, preservatives, 

and glazes. 

After manufacture, these supplements pass a complicated “supply 

chain”— contract manufacturer, brand owner, distributor, jobber, and 

retailer. Each step of the way, a markup is added. Thus, if you purchase a 
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$9.95 container of consumer-grade supplements, at best it may contain 

$0.50-$1.00 worth of components including its packaging. 

 

Generic Supplements 

Generic supplements are house brands carried by the retail chains such as 

RiteAid, CVS, Walgreens, GNC, Whole Foods, Costco, Vitamin Shoppe, and 

others. The quality of house brands ranges from consumer-grade in the 

drug store chains and supermarkets to “natural” at GNC, Whole Foods, and 

Vitamin Shoppe. 

 

Natural Supplements 

Natural supplements is a trade lingo for products marketed by companies 

with well-established health-food stores brands, such as Country Life, 

Schiff, Twinlab, Solgar, Kal, Nature‘s Way, and many others. 

The quality of natural supplements varies from mediocre to good, 

depending on the manufacturer and the product. Many house brands, such 

as GNC and Vitamin Shoppe, are usually “natural.”  

The reasons these supplements are called “natural” is because 

manufacturers avoid using artificial colorings and allergenic fillers and give 

preference to natural components. 

 

Professional Supplements 

The “professional” supplements are marketed by professionals, such 

as doctors, nutritionists, chiropractors, dietitians, weight loss counselors, 

physical therapists, private trainers, and others. 

There is one good reason why “professional” supplements from a reputable 

medical professional represent higher quality than most others — 

specialists who sell them to their patients receive immediate feedback 

when something isn‘t right. And no medical professional of sound mind will 

want to create problems for patients whose payments for professional 

services represent a major share of their income relative to the ancillary 

income from the sales of those supplements. 
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Unlike consumer-grade supplements, professional-grade use state-of-the-

art organically bound (chelate, Krebs, aspartate) or natural (Kelp), or 

patented (Chromium GTF, Krebs) substances for each individual mineral to 

assure optimal assimilation, high bioavailability, and utmost safety. 

 Professional grade supplements are free of fillers, colorings, and 

stabilizers of any kind.  Professional-grade multivitamins have 

a  distinctive natural smell because the manufacturers don't use 

glazes to conceal it. 

 Professional-grade supplements use transparent capsules, 

gelcaps, or unglazed tablets. The presence of any solid color or 

glazing indicates the use of artificial colorings and/or glazes to 

conceal the content. 

 Professional-grade supplements are packaged primarily in 

capsules and gelcaps because they are easier to take and 

disintegrate faster. When tablets are unavoidable, a natural base is 

used to form the tablet. 

 

Opportunistic Supplements 

The “opportunistic” supplements are promoted and sold by numerous MLMs 

such as Sunrider, Herbalife, Rexall, Amway, Nu Skin, Juice Plus and some less-

known ones. Occasional con men and bottom feeders are seen hawking 

supplements on cable and the Internet. 

 

These supplements tend to be the most expensive — the prices are jacked up 

to create an illusion of quality and effectiveness and to back up their “curative” 

prowess. The actual quality may range from pure junk to professional, 

depending on the promoter. 

 

You get what you pay for 

As you see, you truly get what you pay for.  If you’re going to be investing in your 

health, make it a true investment!   
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